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Highlights of the discussions were provided by the chairs of the breakout sessions the following day. Practice
science in an ethical and responsible manner. Describe biochemical and mathematical concepts in words.
Bligaard noted that quantum computing has the potential to accelerate that trend further. Specific types of
communication include written scientific reports, informal and formal oral presentations, and poster
presentations. A compressed sensing method was used to decrease the electron flux through a sample to
reduce heating or perturbation so that sample stability could be maintained Kovarik et al. His final example of
an untapped data resource related to using data science to calibrate scientific equipment to increase
performance McIntire et al. A participant commented that it is possible to teach better data-driven
decision-making without having to teach equations. Another participant, however, suggested that reaction data
might be well suited to study linear free energy relationships. A participant noted that encoding physical
constraints and knowledge into machine learning methods presents some challenges and asked the panelists to
discuss those difficulties. Higdon then shared a number of best practices for data quality assessment in the
chemical sciences and engineering communities. Bligaard described another example of untapped data
resources in the context of sample characterization. Progress will be reached sooner if everyone in the
chemical sciences community focuses on these integration challenges. Use computational methods to model
chemical systems and use computers for data acquisition and processing. Group member Karl Mueller, the
chief science and technology officer for the Physical and Computational Sciences Directorate at the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, explained that data quality assessment plays different roles for those in
academia, industry, and government but ultimately focuses on whether the data can be trusted for use in
decision-making. Bligaard described failed experiments as a source of untapped data resources; for example,
using a machine learning model with all experimental dataâ€”successes and failuresâ€”can lead to the
discovery of new materials Raccuglia et al. Employ modern library search tools to locate and retrieve primary
chemical literature on a topic. Riley noted that encoding invariances into machine learning models is an active
area of research. Another participant added that it is important for data science tools to be accessible to a
variety of peopleâ€”complex equations could be a divisive factor in data science courses meant to target a
broad audience. Ewing noted that his course is not meant to be a substitute for a mathematics course; instead,
he hopes students will consider how mathematics matters in context. Design experiments, collect data, and
interpret results so as to support or refute a hypothesis or research question. He also described exciting
research to incorporate more physics or physical constraints into models to reduce the black box nature of
algorithms. He advocated for more experiential learning, internships, and project-based learning in a variety of
academic disciplines. This is followed by an introduction to linear and non-linear least-squares fitting, each
demonstrated with typical applications.


